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Board membership can be an exciting, rewarding, and stimulating experience, but 
it can also present problematic situations for individual directors. If you’re a longtime 
board member, chances are good that you have already run into one of these challenges in 
the past. Maybe you’ve felt like an outsider during discussion, or perhaps someone is too 
domineering at meetings. The good news is that there are ways to handle these situations 
in order to create positive outcomes. In fact, even if you decide you need to leave the board 
you’re serving on, your approach to that exit can be handled with grace and respect. Read on 
for our best advice regarding these tough topics. 
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Disagreement is a natural part of the boardroom process. In fact, it’s an integral element 
in decision-making. Diversity of thought helps board members analyze their options from 
various angles, which ultimately helps them make better choices as a collective. From time 
to time, however, you may find yourself as the odd man out. First and foremost, don’t worry; 
it’s OK to take an unpopular stand, but there is a more effective way to way to do it. Here 
are our suggestions:

⊲⊲ DON’T⊲GO⊲SILENT.

For many directors who realize they’ve adopted an unpopular stance, the choice to go 
silent makes the most sense. While you may believe that you’re being a better group 
member by bowing out of discussion, you could actually be doing a disservice to your 
board. Keep in mind that your opinion has equal value in the board setting, and you 
may be looking at a problem from a truly unique angle that others need to hear.

⊲⊲ DON’T⊲GET⊲ANTAGONISTIC.

Speak up, but don’t lash out. For some directors, having an unpopular opinion can 
make them feel cornered or disrespected. Keep in mind that every single board 
member has the freedom to dissent, but that dissent should be expressed with as 
much deference as is possible.

⊲⊲ BE⊲THOROUGH.

If you know you’re going to disagree on a topic and can prepare ahead of time, try 
to develop some statistical or visual aids that might help others understand how you 
came to your personal conclusion. Remember that other board members can’t read 
your mind, so they may need you to walk them through your thought process.

⊲⊲ BE⊲GRACIOUS.

Keep in mind that you won’t always be the board member with the unpopular opinion. 
In fact, you may find yourself back in the majority on the very next topic. Even if 
the board ultimately decides to go against your recommendation on one issue, it 
doesn’t mean that your opinion holds any less value. Be gracious to your fellow board 
members and thank them for taking the time to try to understand your position.

TAKING AN UNPOPULAR STAND  
AS A BOARD MEMEBER
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Expectations for board members have been on a sharp rise for the past two decades. 
Companies are relying more and more on their directors both inside and outside of the 
boardroom, and with that dependence comes the threat of board burnout. Although 
directors at for-profit companies may feel this strain, it’s especially common among their 
nonprofit counterparts. Since nonprofit board roles are usually volunteer-based, it’s not 
uncommon for members to take early or unexpected exits from their positions. Here are 
some tips for avoiding burnout situations.

Take on more than you can handle.
It may sound simple, but if you can’t tackle the extra hours needed to head up 
a committee or act as the board secretary, politely decline those leadership 
positions. It’s better to stay in a less demanding role (if you still feel connected 
to the cause) than it is to leave and force the organization to fill a void.

Let your board meeting prep become a cram session.
It’s easy to put board responsibilities off until the week of your next meeting, 
but that can lead to serious conflicts with your day-to-day job. It can also make 
your board responsibilities feel more overwhelming than they really are. If 
your company utilizes a board software product, it’s easy to split up your work 
throughout the month. Choose two days a week and set aside a couple of hours 
for meeting preparation. Read over your latest board packet in installments 
rather than all at once (because let’s be honest, you might skip a few items if 
you’re trying to do too much at one time).

Build relationships with your fellow directors.
You may not be extremely familiar with your colleagues when you begin your 
board service, but it will definitely help you in the long run if you get to know 
them outside of meeting times. Plan lunches to learn about them one-on-one. 
This is also a great way to gauge interest in ideas you may have for future 
growth or to develop more advocates for your areas of concern.

Disconnect when you can.
We know you’re dedicated to your board service, but nothing will burn you out 
faster than a nonstop connection to all things board-related. We’re not telling 
you to ignore important emails or to disregard your board tasks, but we are 
telling you to take a breather when the pace slows down.

AVOIDING BOARDROOM BURNOUT
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While many of you may have hoped that bullying behaviors ended with high school, the 
sad truth is that sometimes even the boardroom has a bully problem. The tactics won’t be 
the same as when you were growing up, but they can still cause a great deal of discomfort. 
Perhaps your boardroom bully constantly cuts people off when they’re speaking or 
refuses to put topics on the agenda. Maybe they work behind the scenes to manipulate or 
intimidate fellow board members. Not only can these behaviors create awkward situations, 
they can also have a deeply negative effect on your board’s ability to function.

So how do you handle a tricky situation like this? Here are some of our suggestions:

Call out the behavior.
Sometimes the best way to deal with a bully is by pointing out the behavior as it’s 
happening. If you notice the bully interrupted one of your fellow board members, politely 
step in to say that you’d like to hear the end of their original thought before continuing 
discussion. Try not to execute this strategy in a way that can be seen as bullying back. 
Instead, focus on ensuring that every board member is treated with dignity and respect.

Encourage the chairperson to take a firm hand  
during meetings.
If you’re not the board chair, approach him/her in a private setting and discuss your 
concerns. Perhaps, some of the issues that your board is facing can be handled by 
leaning more heavily on parliamentary procedure or ensuring that speaking times are 
not interrupted. If the behavior continues and the chair has been made aware, it’s their 
responsibility to move forward by contacting the director in question to try to create a 
solution.

Band together.
When bullying behavior occurs, board members often start to talk. If you find yourself 
in a conversation with another director who is uncomfortable with your bully’s behavior, 
discuss ways that you can work together to create a more considerate environment through 
teamwork. Rather than “ganging up” on the bully, see this as an opportunity to work even 
more closely with a colleague or group of colleagues that you admire. Oftentimes, this will 
be enough to keep the bully’s behaviors in check.

Caution: Don’t mistake basic boardroom disagreement for bullying. 
Board members are bound to disagree, but those conversations should 
happen in a courteous manner.

DEALING WITH A  
BOARDROOM BULLY
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The fact of the matter is that board membership isn’t a lifelong commitment. Sure, some 
directors spend decades on a particular board, but others might serve happily for a couple of 
years before stepping down to pursue other goals. There’s no right or wrong amount of time 
for board service; it all comes down to the individual. There are, however, some ways to know 
when it might be your time to move on.

1. YOU SIMPLY DON’T HAVE THE TIME OR THE ENERGY.

These days, board service comes with numerous obligations. Board members should be 
thoughtful when deciding whether or not they should sign on for another year of service. 
Personal events can come up as well as other business accountabilities. It’s always better to 
admit that you can’t keep up with the responsibilities than to be a lackluster director.

2. YOU DISAGREE WITH A MAJOR OPERATIONAL DECISION.

First and foremost, disagreements happen on boards; it’s just the nature of the role. Before 
you decide to jump ship based on a disagreement, be sure that it’s the right choice for the 
organization. If your differing opinion could be of assistance moving forward, that might be 
reason enough to stay. It’s a tough choice to make, but if you feel like your divergence from 
the group will hinder the organization’s growth or future, it’s acceptable to confront that reality 
and politely resign.

3. YOU’RE BURNED OUT.

Burnout is a somewhat common outcome—especially for individuals serving on nonprofit 
boards. Many board members devote so much time to their organization’s cause, but it can 
eventually wear out an individual—especially if they’ve been carrying a large load of work on 
their own. If this is the case for you, it’s OK to be honest about needing a breather. If you can 
provide the organization with feedback to help other members avoid burnout, it’s important 
that you share that information. Don’t feel bad for stepping away if you’re not “all in” anymore.

What’s the correct way to resign?

So you’ve made the decision to leave your board, but you want to make sure you do so 
with minimal negative impact? 

⊲⊲ In⊲an⊲ideal⊲situation,⊲you⊲should⊲resign⊲at⊲the⊲completion⊲of⊲your⊲board⊲term. 
Check the organization’s bylaws to ensure that you follow any protocol that’s laid out 
for board resignation. If you can, be truthful and up front about why you’re no longer 
interested in serving on the board. The other members will appreciate your honesty, 
and many of them are likely to relate to your decision.

⊲⊲ What⊲if⊲something⊲unexpected⊲occurs,⊲and⊲you⊲need⊲to⊲leave⊲quickly⊲and⊲in⊲the⊲
middle⊲of⊲a⊲term?⊲Once again, open communication and honesty are the best policy. 
If it’s feasible, give your organization enough notice so that they can find a suitable 
replacement before the next term begins. Sixty days is a good baseline to go by, 
if possible. Keep in mind that your departure will create more work for other board 
members, so be respectful and grateful as you exit your service.

At the end of the day, remember that your departure can have a positive effect on 
the organization you served. You might be making room for the next up and coming 
leader. Approach the situation with positivity and grace, and you’ll be able to resign 
with your head held high.

BOARD RESIGNATION:  
WHEN & HOW?
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The⊲decision. It’s a board of directors’ single most important 
output. That’s why every aspect of Directorpoint is meticulously 
designed to help your board maximize decision-making 
effectiveness. Our software exists to give directors the tools 
they need to collaborate efficiently and to make the best 
choices for the organizations they serve. In addition, it helps 
board administrators streamline meeting management for the 
most simplified preparation possible. 

OUR STORY
In 2012 Birmingham, Alabama-based entrepreneur, John Peinhardt, 
launched Directorpoint LLC with the vision of becoming the premier 
provider for board of directors software. Not only that, he also wanted 
to permanently alter the way that boardrooms function by delivering 
a product that truly enhances communication, collaboration, decision-
making, engagement, and meeting preparedness for corporate directors. 

Equipped with advice and guidance from a dynamic board of directors, 
John assembled a talented team to build a product that is both intuitive 
and powerful—one that is capable of taking outdated boardroom 
processes and launching them into the 21st century without transitional 
strain. Today, Directorpoint is utilized by thousands of prominent business 
leaders worldwide, and that number is only growing.

In terms of simplicity and value, we think you’ll agree that Directorpoint 
stands in a class of its own.
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